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The Honorable Carl Levin
Committee on Armed Services
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 4 12 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University ofHealth Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.

Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to
educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office ofMHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www .health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including biogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external biogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS.
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The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments ofMHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office ofMHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3.61 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments ofthe office ofMHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office ofMHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support ofthe Military Health System.
Sincerely,

~~

Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)

cc:
The Honorable Lindsey 0. Graham
Ranking Member
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The Honorable Ike Skelton
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS . He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.
Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to

educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office ofMHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including blogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external biogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS.
The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
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comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments of MHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
ex temal to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office of MHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3.61 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office of MHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

()_.~~~~
~l~McGinn
Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)
cc:
The Honorable John M. McHugh
Ranking Member
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
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WASHINGTON, O .C. 20301-4000
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The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at instaliations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.
Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to

educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE) ; TMA ; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office of MHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face ofMHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historica,l articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including biogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external biogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations ' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS .
The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
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comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments of MHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office of MHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3 .61 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office of MHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

~~.~

Gail H. McGinn
Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)
cc:
The Honorable Thad Cochran
Ranking Member
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
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The Honorable Ben Nelson
Chairman, Subcommittee on Personnel
Committee on Armed Services
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.

Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to
educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers ofExcellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office of MHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including biogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external blogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, blogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (web halls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS.
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The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments of MHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work ofthis Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office of MHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3.61 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office of MHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

Gail H. McGinn
Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)

cc:
The Honorable Lindsey 0. Graham
Ranking Member
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The Honorable Susan Davis
Chairwoman, Subcommittee on Military Personnel
Committee on Armed Services
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.

Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director ofMHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to
educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office of MHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department ofDefense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including blogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external blogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www .health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS.
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The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments ofMHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office ofMHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office ofMHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3 .61 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office of MHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)
cc:
The Honorable Joe Wilson
Ranking Member
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O F FICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEF ENSE
4 000 DEFENSE PEN T AGON
WASH INGT ON, D.C. 2 0 301-4000

P ERSONNEL ANO
READINESS

MAY - 6 2009

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
Chairman, Subcommittee on Defense
Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MRS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.

Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to
educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office ofMHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including blogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external biogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS.
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The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments of MHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office of MHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3.6 1 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3 .72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office ofMHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13 ,000 medical blogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MI-IS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

~~a;...

Gail H. McGinn
Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)
cc:
The Honorable Thad Cochran
Ranking Member
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OFFICE OF THE UNDE R SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
4000 D EFEN SE PENTAG ON
WASHIN GTO N, 0 .C . 2030 1-4000

PERSONNEL ANO
READINESS

MAY - 6 :!000

The Honorable David R. Obey
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that Office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.
Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to

educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office of MHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including biogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external blogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS.
The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
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comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments of MHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office of MHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3.61 million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office ofMHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak of the need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS. The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
. 13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office of MHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

~~~

Gail H. McGinn
Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)
cc:
The Honorable Jerry Lewis
Ranking Member
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OFFICE OF T H E UNDER SEC RETA RY OF DEFENSE
4000 D EFENSE P ENT AGON
WA SHI NGT ON, D .C. 2 0 301-4000
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The Honorable John P. Murtha
Chairman, Subcommittee on Defense
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter provides the final report to Congress on the request in the Joint
Explanatory Statement accompanying H.R. 2638, Joint Explanatory Statement for 2009,
regarding the Office for Military Health System (MHS) Strategic Communications and
the contract awarded to provide support for that office.
The MHS mission is to provide health care, conduct medical research, and provide
medical education and training. The MHS employs 137,000 people who provide health
care in 65 hospitals, 412 clinics, and 414 dental clinics at installations and facilities
located throughout the nation, overseas, and in contingency and combat theater
operations worldwide. The MHS has 36 medical research laboratories, 18 clinical
investigation programs, and multiple academic research activities within the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences (USU). The USU also provides medical
education, as do the Military Services' graduate medical education programs and the
Military Enlisted Training Command.
In 2007, the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for Health Affairs (ASD (HA))
recognized that there was no central, coordinating office for strategic communications
across the MHS. He began the process to establish such an office by diverting resources
from his Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Health Protection and
Readiness to redesign the Health Affairs Web site, which had been very policy focused.
He wanted a vibrant Web site that provided daily information on the MHS. Although the
Web site was a good start, it needed someone to coordinate and oversee its development
and evolution, and needed strategic communications support to develop content and
assure its currency. That could not be done entirely within existing resources because the
public affairs or communications offices in the various Department of Defense
components, including the TRICARE Management Activity (TMA) and Services offices,
were focused on their individual organizations' missions and tasks.

Therefore, on January 22, 2008, the ASD (HA) appointed Michael E. Kilpatrick,
MD, as the Director of MHS Strategic Communications. The goals established were to
educate audiences about the MHS, describe what the MHS is doing and to personalize the
MHS for audiences. The Director met with leadership and the communications leaders
from USU; the Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury (DCoE); TMA; the Health Affairs offices of Chief Information, Force
Health Protection and Readiness (FHP&R), and Clinical and Program Policy; as well as
each Military Department Surgeon General to discuss the new Office of MHS Strategic
Communications and to begin coordination of efforts. In April 2008, the Director of
MHS Strategic Communications held .an off-site with communications teams from these
same offices to set communication program goals and objectives, understand areas of
responsibility, and assure responsibilities did not overlap. We also assured these goals
and objectives were aligned with those of the MHS Strategic Plan.
The Office of MHS Strategic Communications plays the major role in
communicating the value of the MHS through an interactive community that improves
clinical quality, performance, and integration, and delivers information to people so they
can make informed decisions. The office is composed of five sections that work in a
collaborative manner - web management, content management, graphics, media relations
and outreach, and event planning.
The web management team presents the public face of MHS as www.health.mil,
the go-to source for information about military medicine for Service members and their
families, retirees, employees, care providers, and the public. This site is updated daily
with news, announcements, press releases, historical articles, and videos. It is the only
Department of Defense (DoD) Web site to offer views and the opportunity to comment
on everything posted, including biogs, online polls, collaboration spaces, chat rooms,
wikis, and forums.
The content management team must reach a young, increasingly tech-savvy
military community. Using the power of Web 2.0 technologies, they are reaching Service
members and their families with MHS messages and information through external biogs,
social networks, wikis, and services like Twitter. In addition, they use widgets, chic-lets
and micro-content for portable devices such as iPhones and Web 2.0 channels like
Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and others to help syndicate the content of
www.health.mil. News, stories, videos, biogs, blog-talk radio shows, and interactive web
events (webhalls and healthy debates) are all part of the work of this team.
The graphics team develops and maintains a consistent look and feel among the
MHS organizations' brands for recognition by the Service members and their families. In
addition, it helps develop print products (quarterly FHP&R magazine, brochures, etc.),
booth displays, and presentations by senior members of the MHS .
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The media relations team is both proactive with media involvement in
symposiums, roundtables, and interviews with leaders; and reactive to concerns or
comments by responding to questions, preparing opinion-editorials, and writing answers
to frequently asked questions.
The outreach and event planning team develops monthly health-related
information outreach opportunities, coordinates information provided to veterans service
organizations, assesses public opinion through media analyses, and prepares DoD subject
matter experts to provide information of interest to the MHS audiences. This team works
to recognize the accomplishments of MHS staff by submitting nominations for awards
external to the DoD.
When the Office of MHS Strategic Communications was established in January
2008, the Director was provided with seven contractors (web master, two media relations
personnel and four writers). As the work of this Office was defined over the subsequent
several months, it became imperative to bring in both more people with writing skills and
people with other skills to meet all the required capabilities. A scope of work was
developed and a contract was competed to bring additional contractors (23 full-time
equivalents (FTE)) to work for the Office of MHS Strategic Communications, adding two
FTEs to content management, four to Web 2.0, two to video production, three to writing,
eight to outreach and event planning, two to graphics, and two to media relations. The
contract cost for labor in the base year is $3.6 l million with Other Direct Costs of
$86,500. The contract cost for the option period is $3.72 million for labor and Other
Direct Costs.
The accomplishments of the office of MHS Strategic Communications in the past
year clearly speak ofthe need for and importance of this effort. Viewership has increased
from 6,000 a month to 66,000. The information on the Web site is decreasing frustration
and increasing the ability of individuals to access medical care. A new initiative on
organizational story telling, as suggested by the Smithsonian Institution, has raised
morale through stories about original medical pioneers in the military and women leaders
in the MHS . The printing of a commemorative book on military medical personnel who
gave their lives in Iraq and Afghanistan and a remembrance ceremony for their families
to honor their service are new and unique. The blog has been ranked number 9 out of
13,000 medical biogs for its quality. Cohesion in the MHS can be attributed directly to
the efforts of the office of MHS Strategic Communications.
The MHS is a broad and complex entity with many initiatives underway and a
large amount of information that should be available to Service members and health care
providers. The Office ofMHS Strategic Communications is critical to our ability to
reach out and provide the appropriate information in a timely manner to our beneficiaries.
The support and contributions of these contractors allow us to meet our strategic
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communication mission and improve the health care of our Service members, veterans,
and their families.
Thank you for your continued support of the Military Health System.
Sincerely,

Gail H. McGinn
Performing the Duties of the
Under Secretary of Defense
(Personnel and Readiness)
cc:
The Honorable C. W. Bill Young
Ranking Member
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